Domaine du Fourneau Saint-Michel

New in

the Belgian Luxembourg

(R)evolutions at the Domaine
du Fourneau Saint-Michel estate
The Fourneau Saint-Michel gave itself a boost for opening its doors in 2014 with
new prospects: a refitted reception center, restored houses, publication of a
guide for the visitors, it has updated its website, its appellation has been
revised, and it has joined the brand name «Ardenne»... There had to be a
(r)evolution. It is impressive and it can only be profitable to this exceptional site.

Two poles

Brussels

Saint-Hubert

Nature and activities

«�If they say so�»

The Fourneau Saint-Michel is a huge provincial
estate located in the heart of the Saint-Hubert
great forest massif, and it turns on two poles: the
Iron Museum and the Open-air Museum. The
second one has been conceived in 1970 and it
extends on more than 40 hectares. It intends to
recreate a group of hamlets by transplanting some
characteristic examples of the rural architecture.

The Nature pole is not outdone with partnerships for
preserving flora and for livening up the estate with
the arrival of countryside pedigree animals. Activities:
some new activities with the feasts of music on June
21st and the continuous improvement of the wellknown activities: « Tasting journey » on May 2nd, 5th
edition of the « Mai’li Mai’lo » on May 31 and on the
1st of June, « Summer Sundays », among which « Les
djins d’amon nos-ôtes » on the
21st of July, then, “Sunday in the
For apprehending the Ardennes, forest” on September 21st,
« evening gatherings in the
The estate achieves
Ardennes » on November 30th…
a perfect synthesis of nature

«�With all the efforts we made, including the fitting out of several
houses, the single visitor will be able to discover autonomously the
site, at his rhythm. This does not substitute guided tours for groups.
The Estate makes a perfect synthesis of nature and of authenticity
for approaching the Ardennes, in a preserved place, nearly
timeless. It is just what you need for having a nice parenthesis in
the everyday-life, to be shared in family or with yours friends ».
Valérie Peuckert

The effects of a solid plan of
action are nowadays revealed.
The window of reception has
been modernized and it has
been given a large “boutique”
and authenticity
space. Six further houses have
Some other projects have been
been set up with new themaachieved with success: flyer,
tic: textile, shop, death chamber… Each building
Guide of the visitor long 200 pages, 20 thematic sheets,
has a small notice board with the basic informaand a website with a design more au contemporary.
tion about its architecture. Three very attractive
Aids for all the initiatives that (r)evolutionize this
restaurants propose typical and authentic food.
Domaine du Fourneau Saint-Michel estate, whose former name was « Musées », to (re)discover immediately !
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Fourneau Saint-Michel, 4
6870 Saint-Hubert
Ph�: [32] (0)84/21.08.90
fourneausaintmichel@
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www.fourneausaintmichel.be
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